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Pro-Vision have a ‘handle’ on the latest technology from PAC
Pro-Vision Distribution Limited, the distributor of branded CCTV and access control
equipment, are pleased to announce that they can now offer the EL door handle from
PAC to the UK installer.
Simon Davies, Internal Sales Manager for Pro-Vision Distribution, said “PAC has
recently launched a new robust locking solution to ease the security for internal
doors. The new EL Smart Door Handle (SDH) is a simple to install, stylish, batteryoperated electronic escutcheon that provides a reliable solution for electronic access
control in commercial and residential applications. The EL SDH can be standalone or
connected wirelessly to PAC’s user friendly and intuitive access control software.
When configured in standalone mode the EL SDH provides a battery life of up to two
years. When batteries run low the EL SDH displays visual indicators and batteries
can be easily replaced in minutes.“
Simon continued “If connected to the PAC software all key-holder updates, events
and even battery status are transmitted to the controlling software providing real time
data for all the important information on the system. The PC Administrator can set up
time profiles to each SDH allowing free access to areas during defined times whilst
maintaining security at others. Adding or removing credentials can be done instantly
in the same way as a standard card reader.
PAC’s EL Smart Door Handle meets EN1906 and provides a full package - both in
terms of functionality and build quality. Available in 72, 90 and 92mm Euro profile
centres and suitable for doors with a thickness from 30 to 110mm PAC’s latest
product is an ideal solution for doors that require additional security without the
expense of installing a conventional access control system.”
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About Pro-Vision
Pro-Vision is a CCTV, access control and public address equipment distributor. Supplying the
trade with branded equipment and associated security products. They are authorised
distributors for AMG, Bosch, Canon, Dallmeier, Dedicated Micros, D-Link, Exacq, Fujinon,
IDIS, JVC, LG, LiLin, Mirasys, Panasonic, Pelco, Pentax, Redvision, Samsung, Veracity,
Xtralis, BPT, Nortech, PAC, Siemens and many other major manufacturers. Please visit:
http://www.provision-cctv.com
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